In a general context it is shown that a closed countable union of closed sets of removable singularities is again a set of removable singularities.
Introduction.
Dolzenko noted in [1] , that a closed countable union of closed sets of removable singularities for bounded analytic functions in the plane is also removable for such functions. The sets of removable singularities for bounded analytic functions are the null sets of inner analytic capacity, y, and the result is more striking since y is not known to be subadditive. It turns out that the special character of the functions considered by Dolzenko has little to do with the result. In this paper we formulate the notion of "set of removable singularities" (P-null set) in a general context, and we show that countable unions of such sets are again sets of the same type. This fact emerges as essentially an equivalent of the Baire Category Theorem. The argument is most naturally presented in the language of categories [3] .
The "sheaf" case, which covers Dolzenko's theorem, is dealt with in §1. Other cases are sketched in §3, while § §2 and 4 are devoted to examples.
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is not injective on £(£°), so that £ is not £-null. If we assume that every open subset of X contains a closed set with nonempty interior, then whenever £ is proper, every £-null set is nowhere dense.
We say X is a Baire space if the Baire Category Theorem holds on X, i.e., if any countable union of closed nowhere dense sets has no interior. Proof. Suppose A" is a Baire space, Y is Hausdorff, £e CL(A^, Y) is proper, {£n}f is a sequence of closed £-null sets, and E=(J+=XE". We wish to show that £ is £-null. We may suppose £ is closed. Clearly £ is nowhere dense, since X is Baire.
Let us suppose £ is not £-null, and seek a contradiction. There exists Ue(9 such that the map piU, U\E):FiU)-FiU\E) is not bijective.
The map cannot fail to be injective, since Y is Hausdorff and £ is nowhere dense. Hence it is not surjective. So there is a function/e£((L/\£) which has no extension in F(U). Form Jl = {5 <= E:S is closed, fe im PiU\S, U\E)\F(U\S)},
Then £ is a closed subset of £. We claim that T e ÜB. The set {U\S:Se á?} is an open covering of U\T. The various extensions of/ to U\S's agree on overlaps, since each S is nowhere dense and Y is Hausdorff; hence / has an extension g e C((/\£, Y), and by localness g e £(t/\£).
This proves the claim. Now rn(//0, since otherwise U\T=U. Also T=(JJf1 (Tn£n).
Since U is a Baire space there exist an integer n and an open set Kc U such that 0 ^rnf=£nn/nK, hence K\7'=F\(r:"n7').
Now En(~\T is F-null, so the restriction F(K>-*F(K\r) is surjective. Since g e P(i/\T), l=p(U\T, V\T)g e F(V\T), hence / has an extension m e F(V); since m and g agree on the overlap V\T, localness ensures a common extension « eF(U\(T\Vy).
This means that T\Ve3ft, hence T=P) J?<= T\(/g 7". This is the desired contradiction, and the proof is complete.
2. Examples. Example 1. Let X be locally connected, T={0, 1} with the discrete topology. Let F(U)=C(U, Y) for Ue&. Then F is local and proper, and the elements of F(U) are locally constant functions.
We say that a closed subset E of X does not locally disconnect X if (1) E is nowhere dense, and (2) U\E is connected for every connected open set U e 0. The closed P-nuIl sets are precisely the closed sets which do not locally disconnect X, as is easily seen. So Theorem 1 yields a result about connectedness: Corollary 1. Suppose En («= 1,2,3,---) are closed subsets of a locally connected Baire space X, and E= \J£fi En is closed. Suppose each En fails to locally disconnect X. Then E does not locally disconnect X.
The corresponding global statement is false: a sphere disconnects R3, but is the union of hemispheres, which do not.
Example 2. A=C, Y=C, F(U)={f e C(U, C): f is analytic on U and ll/llrj^l}.
Here || ■ ||¡y denotes the uniform norm on U. Fis proper and local, and the F-null sets are the sets of analytic capacity zero. Theorem 1 implies Dolzenko's theorem as quoted in the introduction. 
